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 Sierra Nevada National Park is a montain range in the
region of Andalusia, in the province of Granada.

 It´s was declared a National Park on 14 January 1999.
 The flora and fauna of Sierra Nevada are unique.
 You can go sking, hiking, paragliding, bird-watching.



▪ The park covers a total area of 
85,883 hectares.

▪ 2100 plants spices have been
catalogued in the park.

▪ Hosted the Alpine World Ski
Champions in 1996.

▪ There are more than 20 peaks over 
3,000 meters.

▪ Over 60 plants spices are unique to 
the area.



 Foxes
 Turons
 Monteses cats
 Weasels
 Badgers
 Jinetas
 Garduñas
 Hare
 rabbit

 Native red partridge
 Golden eagle
 Griffon vulture
 Royal owl
 Owl
 Sork
 Bastard snake
 Mountain goat



▪ They´re carnivorous and reptiles
▪ It´s poison is of low toxicity, a symptomatic treatment is 

enough to treat a poisoning.
▪ It´s very active, aggressive and fast.



 They´re carnivorous and 
birds

 In ancient times, the golden 
eagle was the symbol of 
courage and power due to 
its strength, size and 
inaccessibility of its nests

 The plumage is dark brown, 
golden on the head and 
neck.



 They´re herbivorous and 
mammals

 They live in forests although 
they prefer large fields 
covered by thickets where 
they can hide.

 It is characterized by having 
a body covered with thick 
and woolly fur



 A fox has the size of a small dog, with painted snout, 
triangular ears, short legs, a very thick and long Trail and 
reddish fur. It´s nocturnal and solitary.

 The fox does not communicate by barling, but by body
postures and tail movements, or highly characteristic 
howels and shrieks.

 It´s not very keen to domestication.

 It´s a species threatered with extinction in some regions of
the world and a real plague in others

 It can live near villages or on the highest peaks of sierra 
Nevada




